Abstract-The luminance invariance and additivity of opponentcolor equilibria were tested under conditions of chromatic adaptation to unique blue, green, yellow and to (nonunique) 650-nm red lights, varying from about 40 to 2000 td. Although the adapting lights produced large shifts in the loci of the red/green equjlibrium colors away from their dark-adapted values., hardly any nonadditivity was produced by blue or green adaptation. For yellow adapting lights of 900 td or more, the red/green equilibria are luminance dependent, hence nonadditive. A small luminance dependence was produced by 40 td red adaptation. As a first approximation, the effects of,moderate chromatic adaptation on the red/green opponent code can be described by a coefficient law; however, the fact that unique hues do not shift under moderate elf-a&p~tion implies that the coefficient for at least one receptor type depends on the adapting input to other receptor types. The fact that yellow and red adaptation make the dark determined unique blue wavelength look reddish implies that the short-wavelength cones contribute a red innut to the rediareen ormonent system. The vellow/blue svstem exhibited nonhnearities under sin&ar tb the *nonlinearities found under dark chromatic adaptation which w&e qualhatively adaptation.
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In two preceding papers we investigated Grassmanntype additivity laws for the ~u~ibrium colors of the red/green and yellow/blue opponent processes, for dark-adapted fovea1 vision. The equilibrium colors for the red/green process (i.e. unique yellow, unique blue, and achromatic colors) were found to satisfy additivity [see Iarimer, Krantz and C&one, 1974) . That is, suppose a is a yellow light which appears neither reddish nor greenish, and b is a blue light which also appears neither reddish nor greenish. Then the linear combination, (m)s(r*b), is another red/green equilibrium light. (The combination will appear yellowish, achromatic, or bluish, depending on the ratio s/t.)
The implication of such a tinding is that the condition of red/green equilibrium can be described as the zero-point of a linear function, denoted &. That is, #i(a) is the red/green chromatic response (Jameson and Hurvich, 1955) ; it is measured by cancelling red- ' Equation (I) allows for ki, = 0; however, the results to be repotted are interpreted as meaning that k, I > 0, i.e. the z or short-wavelength cones contribute a red input to the red/green opponent system. quantumcatch hmctions. That is, if r(a), /I(u), and y(a) denote the quan~m~at~h rate from light a, for the short-, medium-and Iong-wavelength cone types respectively, then 4,(a) = k,,r(a) -k,&)+ k&a).
Here, k, i, -k12 and kt3 denote the signed weighting coefficients for the contributions of 6, fl, and y cones to the red/green chromatic-response function.' We emphasize that equation (1) is not merely a hypothesis about opponent-color cancellation and ~u~ibrium; rather, it is a ~th~ti~l consequence of the empirically verified Grassmann-type additivity laws. (For proof, see Krantz, 197% Similarly, the corresponding linear equation relating color-matching functions to cone quan~m~tch functions is a Iogical consequence of Grassmann's laws of metameric matching; see Brindley, 1960 and Krantz 1975a.) This additivity finding prompted us to repeat the additivity tests under conditions of chromatic adaptation. If one adapts to a green light of moderate intensity, lights which previously looked neither reddish nor greenish will appear quite reddish (orange, pink or violef depending on whether they previously looked yellow, white or blue). New equ~b~um lights can be found, which to the dark-adapted eye looked greenish yellow, greenish white or greenish blue. The question is, does this new set of red/green equilibrium lights satisfy the same additivity properties? If it does, then precisely the same mathematical reasoning will lead us to a new equation describing the adapted chromatic-response function:
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